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ABSTRACT

Superoxide dismutases (SODs) are metalloproteins that protect organisms from toxic reactive oxygen species by catalyzing the conversion of superoxide anion to hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen. Chlorovirus PBCV-1 encodes a 187-amino-acid protein that resembles a Cu-Zn SOD with all of the conserved amino acid residues for binding copper and zinc (named cvSOD). cvSOD has an internal Met that results in a 165-amino-acid protein (named tcvSOD). Both cvSOD and tcvSOD recombinant proteins inhibited nitroblue tetrazolium reduction of superoxide anion generated in a xanthine-xanthine oxidase system in solution. tcvSOD was chosen for further characterization because it was easier to produce. Recombinant tcvSOD also inhibited a riboflavin photochemical reduction system in a polyacrylamide gel assay, which was blocked by the Cu-Zn SOD inhibitor cyanide but not by azide, which inhibits Fe and Mn SODs. A $k_{cat}/K_m$ value for cvSOD was determined by stop-flow spectrophotometry as $1.28 \times 10^8 \text{M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, suggesting that cvSOD-catalyzed $O_2^-$ dismutation was not a diffusion controlled encounter. The cvsod gene was expressed as a late gene, and cvSOD activity was detected in purified virions. Superoxide accumulated rapidly during virus infection, and circumstantial evidence indicates that cvSOD aids its decomposition to benefit virus replication. Cu-Zn SOD homologs have been described to occur in 3 other families of large DNA viruses, poxviruses, baculoviruses, and mimiviruses, which group as a clade. Interestingly, cvSOD does not group in the same clade as the other virus SODs but instead groups in an expanded clade that includes Cu-Zn SODs from many cellular organisms.

IMPORTANT

Virus infection often leads to an increase in toxic reactive oxygen species in the host, which can be detrimental to virus replication. Viruses have developed various ways to overcome this barrier. As reported in this article, the chloroviruses often encode and package a functional Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase in the virion that presumably lowers the concentration of reactive oxygen induced early during virus infection.

It is rare for viruses to encode a functional SOD, but a Cu-Zn SOD-like protein-encoding gene is present in several large DNA viruses, including poxviruses, baculoviruses, mimiviruses, and phycodnaviruses. Interestingly, with one exception, the poxvirus-encoded homologs are not functional as SODs because they lack a copper-binding domain (12, 13, 14). Furthermore, the genes encoding the Cu-Zn SOD homologs in the poxviruses can be disrupted or deleted without having much effect on virus replication. The single poxvirus exception is *Amsacta moori* entomopoxvirus (AmEPV), which encodes a functional Cu-Zn SOD (15). However, for other poxviruses, like for cvSOD, it is not essential for virus replication.
replication. It is interesting that the Cu-Zn SOD-like protein encoded by two leporipoxviruses can bind Zn, but the Cu binding amino acid residues are absent. Recombinant leporipoxvirus SODs form a stable heterodimer with a cellular copper chaperone protein associated with the host Cu-Zn SODs, leading to the hypothesis that this interaction reduces host Cu-Zn SOD activity by sequestering Cu, thus keeping Cu from the host enzyme (16). Gene knockout experiments indicated that the viral Cu-Zn SOD homolog was involved in upregulating the intracellular ROS level, which inhibited the programmed cell death response; this upregulation was proposed to benefit virus replication (17).

Most baculoviruses encode a Cu-Zn SOD homolog (18) that has the typical Cu-Zn binding domains in the protein (e.g., see references 18 and 19). However, the role of the SOD in virus replication is unclear. A Cu-Zn SOD-encoding gene was identified in Autographa californica nuclear polyhedrosis virus (AcMNPV) many years ago (20). The putative protein contained metal binding domains, and the protein was predicted to have enzyme activity. However, attempts to detect Cu-Zn SOD activity in lysates from virus-infected cells were negative. Furthermore, the AcMNPV gene could be deleted without any obvious effect on virus replication in cell culture or in insects (20). To our knowledge, a recombinant baculovirus-encoded Cu-Zn SOD has not been produced and tested for activity.

Some of the huge viruses included in the Mimiviridae family also encode a Cu-Zn SOD homolog. The Megavirus-encoded Cu-Zn SOD has all the relevant metal binding domains, and a recombinant protein has been crystallized; its structure resembles that of functional Cu-Zn SODs (21). However, the recombinant protein has not been characterized enzymatically.

The other family of viruses that encode Cu-Zn SODs is the Phycodnaviridae family, including the genus Chlorovirus. Chloroviruses are largeicosahedral, plaque-forming, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) viruses that infect certain eukaryotic, chlorophyll-containing algae (22, 23). The chlororoviruses are proposed to have a common evolutionary ancestor with some other large DNA viruses, including the poxviruses, asfarviruses, iridoviruses, ascoviruses, mimiviruses, and marseilleviruses, and collectively are often referred to as nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses (NCLDV s) (24, 25, 26). The 331-kb linear genome of the chlorovirus type species, Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1), has 416 predicted protein coding sequences (CDSs) (27). About 40% of the predicted CDSs resemble those for known proteins (28), including a gene, a245r, which encodes a putative Cu-Zn SOD. We report here that the PBCV-1 a245r-encoded SOD recombinant protein has all the biochemical properties expected of a Cu-Zn SOD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses and host strains. Growth of Chlorella variabilis NC64A on modified Bold’s basal medium, the plaque assay, the production of the viruses, and the isolation of virus DNAs have been described previously (28, 29, 30).

a245r gene cloning and expression. A 564-bp putative Cu-Zn SOD-encoding gene, a245r (cvsod), and its truncated version, which starts from an internal ATG codon and is 63 bp shorter, tvsod, were amplified with primer pairs cvsod Fw/cvsod Rev and tvsod Fw/cvsod Rev (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) from PBCV-1 genomic DNA. The cvsod and tvsod PCR products were digested with BamHI and EcoRI and inserted into pGEX-2T (GE Healthcare Life Science) to generate two recombinant plasmids, pGEXcvsod and pGEXtvsod. Plasmids were transformed into Escherichia coli BL21expression cells (Novagen); single colonies were picked and cultured in 5 ml of 2× YT medium (16 g of tryptone, 10 g of yeast extract, and 5 g NaCl in 1 liter [pH 7.0]) overnight at 37°C. One hundred milliliters of fresh 2× YT medium supplemented with 0.5 mM CuCl₂ and 0.1 mM ZnSO₄ (15) and with 5% inoculum were incubated at 37°C to an optical density of 600 nm (OD₆₀₀) of 0.6 to 0.8. The culture was cooled to 25°C, and isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mM to induce protein expression; the cells were incubated for 3 h. Cells were collected by centrifugation for 5 min at 11,000 × g and 4°C, suspended in 5 ml of modified phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution (2× PBS, 280 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na₂HPO₄, 1.8 mM KH₂PO₄ [pH 7.3]), and sonicated with a Tekmar sonic disruptor for 2 min with 5-s pulses at the 50% energy level. The cell lysate was centrifuged for 30 min at 28,500 × g and 4°C to separate the supernatant and particulate material.

To isolate recombinant cvsOD and tvsOD proteins, 0.4 ml of glutathione Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare) resin was loaded in a 5-ml small-scale packing column, washed, and equilibrated with 15 ml of 2× PBS. The cell lysate was applied to the column; the flowthrough was collected and reloaded a second time. The column was washed with another 15 ml of 2× PBS to remove unbound proteins. The glutathione-tagged SOD proteins were either eluted from the column with elution buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 30 mM reduced glutathione [pH 8.5]) or digested with 25 µl of trypsin while the protein was on the column. Bovine trypsin powder was purchased from MP Biochemicals and prepared as 5 U/µl in 2× PBS. After 16 h of digestion at 4°C, recombinant SODs were collected from the column and passed through a Hitrap benzamidine FF column (GE Healthcare) to remove the thrombin. Microelution protein samples were collected at every purification step and electrophoresed on precast 4 to 20% Tris-glycine PAGE Gold gel (Lanza) polyacrylamide gels (PAG) to monitor protein purification. Eight-microliter protein samples were mixed with 2 µl of 5-fold loading buffer (250 mM Tris-Cl [pH 6.8], 500 mM diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, 1 U/ml catalase, 56 U/ml glucose oxidase, 0.5% b-mercaptoethanol), heated at 100°C for 10 min, and loaded and electrophoresed in a buffer system containing 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, and 0.1% SDS (pH 8.3) for 1 h at 200 V in a Bio-Rad vertical mini-gel electrophoresis system. The gel was stained in 40% methanol, 10% acetic acid, 50% water, and 0.1% Coomassie brilliant blue R250 for 3 to 10 min; destaining occurred in the same solution minus the dye.

SOD activity assay in solvent. In an indirect assay, the SOD-associated inhibition of nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) reduction in the presence of superoxide anion (O₂⁻) generated by xanthine/xanthine oxidase was monitored by measuring the absorbance change at 560 nm (31). The 900-µl reaction mixture contained 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.8), 1 mM diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, 1 U of catalase, 56 µg/ml NBT, 100 µM xanthine, and 0 to 10 µg of SOD in 100 µl of 1× PBS. The absorbance at 560 nm was monitored after adding 100 µl of 0.2-U/ml xanthine oxidase using a Beckman DU530 UV-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer.

SOD activity in situ assay. One microgram of SOD protein was mixed with an appropriate amount of 5× loading buffer without DTT, applied to a precast PAGE Gold gel, and electrophoresed as described above without further denaturing. For the in situ assay of recombinant SOD protein activity, the gel was stained by following the procedure of Beaucaill and Fridovich (32), with a slight modification (15). The gel was washed 3 times in deionized water, 10 min each time, then soaked in 2.45 mM NBT solution for 20 min in the dark, rinsed briefly with water, and incubated in 28 µM riboflavin and putrescine at 4.5 g/liter in 50 mM KPO₄ (pH 7.8) under a fluorescent light until the transparent band completely developed. To determine the metal cofactors associated with the recombinant tvsOD, 50 mM NaCN or 50 mM Na₂S was mixed with both NBT and riboflavin solutions (33).

SOD activity in virion particles. To test for SOD activity in virus particles, 6 × 10⁸ PFU of either chlorovirus PBCV-1 or NY-2A was suspended in 100 µl of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8) and sonicated at 20% amplitude with 5-s pulses for 4 min. The sonicated products were centri-
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fuged for 10 min at 16,800 × g and 4°C. The supernatant fractions were assayed for SOD activity by both xanthine/xanthine oxidase spectrophotometry and PAGE in situ staining.

**Stopped-flow spectrophotometry.** Catalysis by tcvSOD was monitored by stopped-flow spectrophotometry (model SX-18 MV stopped-flow spectrophotometer; Applied Photophysics) in a sequential-mixing chamber in which KO2 in a solution of dimethyl sulfoxide and 18-crown-6-ether (34) was diluted (1:10) in two sequential rapid mixings (35). The final solution contained 0.25 μM enzyme, 25 μM EDTA, and 100 mM N-cyclohexyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (CHES) buffer at pH 8.9 and 25°C, as well as 8.3% (by volume) dimethyl sulfoxide with various amounts of superoxide. The active tcvSOD concentration was adjusted by the percentage of Cu-saturated recombinant protein. The change in absorbance due to superoxide at 260 nm was monitored.

**Dot blot hybridization.** DNA was isolated from *C. variabilis* and 44 viruses that infect *C. variabilis*, transferred to a nylon membrane (Osmonics), and cross-linked by a UV Stratalinker 2400 at the auto-cross-link level. The cvSOD gene was amplified by PCR as a hybridization probe. The probe was labeled with a Random Primers DNA Labeling System (Invitrogen). The dot blot membrane was prehybridized in 6× SSC (1× SSC is 0.15 M NaCl and 15 mM sodium citrate), 5% Denhardt’s reagent, 0.5% SDS, and denatured salmon sperm DNA at 68°C for 1 h. The denatured dsDNA probe, labeled with [32P]dATP, was added to the membrane and hybridized at 68°C for 1 h. The membrane was washed in 2× SSC–0.5% SDS at room temperature for 5 min, 2× SSC–0.1% SDS at room temperature for 15 min twice, and 0.1× SSC–0.5% SDS at 65°C for 2 h and, finally, subjected to signal detection with a Storm phosphorimager equipped with ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics).

**Northern hybridization.** *C. variabilis* cells (3 × 10⁸) were collected at various times after virus PBCV-1 infection at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C. RNA was extracted with TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen), denatured with formaldehyde, separated on a 1.5% agarose gel, and then transferred to a nylon membrane. A 55PdATP-labeled probe was prepared as in the dot blot hybridization experiment. The membrane was preincubated in 20 ml of Church’s buffer (1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaPO₄, 7% SDS [pH 8.0]) for 1 h at 65°C, hybridized in fresh Church’s buffer and a denatured probe for 16 h. After hybridization, the membrane was washed twice with 0.1× SSC–0.1% SDS, first for 30 min and then for 15 min. The signal detection was the same as in the dot blot hybridization experiment.

**Sedimentation equilibrium.** The oligomeric state of tcvSOD was determined at 20°C by sedimentation equilibrium using an Optima XL-1 analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Inc.). tcvSOD was dialyzed into 12 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) containing 2.7 mM KCl and 140 mM NaCl. The sample cells were loaded with 110 μl of tcvSOD (0.2-mg/ml and 0.4-mg/ml concentrations), and reference cells were filled with the dialysis buffer. Radial scans were collected at 270 nm after 22 h at rotor speeds of 16,000, 18,000, and 20,000 rpm. Data from the three different rotor speeds were fit by global analysis to an equation describing a single-species model using Origin 6.0. A partial specific volume for tcvSOD of 0.7352 was calculated by SedTerp and was used for the best-fit analysis. The solvent density of the buffer was calculated to be 1.0062 g/ml.

**Superoxide anion detection by DHE.** *C. variabilis* cells (4 × 10⁹/ml) were mixed with 1 μl of 5 mM dihydroethidium (DHE; Molecular Probes) to a final concentration of 5 μM and incubated for 1 h by rolling to let the dye penetrate the cells. (DHE forms a red fluorescent product when it reacts with ROS.) The cells were then infected with either PBCV-1 or NY-2A at an MOI of 10 and analyzed by a Becton Dickinson flow cytometer at 0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300 min postinfection (p.i.).

**Phylogenetic analysis of cvSOD.** A BLAST analysis was conducted (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST.cgi) using PBCV-1 tcvSOD (GenBank accession number NP_048593.1; all accession numbers in this article are GenBank numbers unless otherwise specified) to acquire taxa for phylogenetic analysis. While some green algae encode a Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase, the PBCV-1 host, *C. variabilis* (accession number ADIC01003810.1), does not. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted at http://www.phylogeny.fr (36). ClustalW was used to align the sequences. Positions with gaps were removed during alignment curation. BioNJ (distance method), maximum likelihood, and maximum parsimony tree construction methods were used.

**Other procedures.** The concentrations of either the recombinant tcvSOD protein or the virion-associated proteins were determined with a Pierce Coomassie (Bradford) protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific). The Cu and Zn concentrations in the recombinant cvSOD were determined by mixing the protein with concentrated nitric acid and digested on a block heater at 95°C for 4 to 6 h. If necessary, 30% H2O2 was added to help oxidize the organic matter. After digestion, the solution was evaporated to <1 ml and then diluted with 1% nitric acid before analysis using a GVI Platform XS inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). The ICP-MS uses a helium-hydrogen hexapole collision cell for removal of polyatomics and was calibrated using matrix-matched standards.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**A245R cloning, expression, and purification.** The PBCV-1 CDS A245R amino acid sequence has all the conserved residues required for copper binding (His 76, 78, and 150), zinc binding (His 93 and 110 and Asp 113), and formation of disulfide bonds (Cys 87 and 176) (Fig. 1), suggesting that A245R is probably a functional Cu-Zn SOD. A245R consists of 187 amino acids, which is larger than most Cu-Zn SODs, which are about 35 amino acids smaller; e.g., human SOD1 is 152 amino acids, bovine SOD1 is 154 amino acids, and the only reported functional viral SOD, AMEPVSOD, is 152 amino acids (Fig. 1). The major difference between A245R and the other SODs is an extension at the amino-terminal end. However, an internal Met residue exists at position 22 in A245R. Therefore, both the entire a245r gene and its truncated version that starts from the internal Met residue were cloned into vector pGEX2T at the BamHI and EcoRI sites, which produced a glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged protein. When the genes were overexpressed in *E. coli*, the larger gene produced only a small amount of recombinant protein, whereas the truncated version produced much more soluble protein. Both the entire protein and the truncated protein have Cu-Zn SOD activity; i.e., they inhibited NBT reduction in the xanthine-xanthine oxidase system by 90% (results not shown). However, because higher quantities of the recombinant truncated protein could be produced, it was chosen for further studies and named tcvSOD. Searching databases with the N-terminal 30 amino acids by BLAST did not identify any domains for this region.

The GST-tagged recombinant tcvSOD protein distributed about equally into the soluble and insoluble fractions (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The tagged protein was eluted with glutathione elution buffer and cleaved with bovine thrombin at the Gly-Ser-Pro-Gly site to produce a 37-kDa thrombin, a 26-kDa GST, and a 17-kDa tcvSOD band on PAGE. Alternatively, tcvSOD was digested on the column with thrombin. Extra thrombin was removed by an affinity benzamidine FF column, and purified tcvSOD was collected for characterization (see Fig. S1, lane 6). Cu and Zn concentrations were determined in the recombinant tcvSOD by coupled plasma mass spectrometry; 54% of the subunits had Cu, and 70% of the subunits had Zn.

**Recombinant tcvSOD is active.** Recombinant tcvSOD was tested for enzyme activity by 3 procedures, described below.

(i) **Assay in free solution.** A xanthine-xanthine oxidase system was used to generate a reproducible flux of superoxide anion (O₂⁻) to reduce NBT; tcvSOD activity was measured by its ability...
to inhibit this reduction. SOD activity is usually expressed as units per mg protein, and 1 U of activity is the amount of protein that gives half-maximal inhibition (32). The tcvSOD exhibited a typical inhibition curve and reached ~90% inhibition of NBT reduction in the xanthine-xanthine oxidase/NBT assay system (Fig. 2). Inhibitors were used to distinguish the different types of SODs. Cyanide inhibits Cu-Zn SODs but not Fe and Mn SODs. Hydrogen peroxide inactivates Cu-Zn SODs and Fe SODs but not Mn SOD. Finally, both Fe and Mn SODs are sensitive to azide, and Cu-Zn SODs are not (37,38). cvSOD activity was completely inhibited by 50 mM NaCN and was insensitive to NaN3, indicating that it is an authentic Cu-Zn SOD (results not shown).

(ii) Assay on an acrylamide gel. To confirm the tcvSOD activity by inhibition of NBT reduction, 1 μg of tcvSOD protein was loaded on a 4 to 20% Tris-glycine PAG, with the same amount of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and commercial bovine Cu-Zn SOD localized in the blue background generated by xanthine/xanthine oxidase was monitored by measuring the change in absorbance at 560 nm.

Addition of 50 mM NaCN to both the NBT and riboflavin solutions during the staining prevented the appearance of the tcvSOD bands (Fig. 3D). The results of this in situ gel assay agreed with those obtained in the xanthine-xanthine oxidase assay.

(iii) Stopped-flow spectrometry. A decrease in O2− absorbance at 260 nm was measured by stopped-flow spectrophotometry after mixing KO2 and Cu-Zn SOD in solutions containing different amounts of KO2. The first 10 to 15% of each scan was used to derive the initial velocity of the reaction. The rate of the uncatalyzed dismutation of superoxide was negligible compared with the catalyzed reactions. Saturation of catalytic activity was not observed by increasing superoxide, consistent with previous reports with bovine and human SODs (40, 41), and the tcvSOD-catalyzed reaction was not a diffusion-controlled encounter.

The tcvSOD had a kcat/Km value of 1.28 × 108 M−1 s−1 at pH 8.9 (Fig. 4). The kcat/Km value is about 20- and 50-fold lower than those of bovine Cu-Zn SOD (kcat/Km values, 5 × 109 M−1 s−1 at pH 7) (42), respectively, which have a fully conserved residue. A colon indicates conservation between amino acids with strongly similar properties. A period indicates conservation between amino acids with less similar properties. Copper and zinc binding sites and intramolecular disulfide bonds are labeled with the symbols #, &, and $, respectively. The internal Met residue in PBCV-1 cvSOD is labeled with a plus (+), and bovine Cu-Zn SOD localized in the blue background generated by xanthine/xanthine oxidase was monitored by measuring the change in absorbance at 560 nm.
Like other Cu-Zn SODs, tcvSOD behaved as a homodimer in sedimentation equilibrium experiments. A best-fit value of 35,519 Da was determined for the molecular mass of tcvSOD, which agrees with the predicted molecular mass of a dimeric species (35,252 Da). Therefore, all of our experimental results indicate that tcvSOD is an authentic Cu-Zn SOD, and to our knowledge, this is only the second virus-encoded Cu-Zn SOD demonstrated to be enzymatically active.

CvSOD is a late gene product. Total RNAs were isolated from uninfected and the PBCV-1-infected host C. variabilis at several times after infection. The RNAs were denatured, displayed on a 1.5% agarose gel, transferred to a nylon membrane, and hybridized with a [32P]ATP-labeled, tcvsod gene probe. Hybridization signals first appeared at 60 min p.i., reached a peak at 180 min, and then decreased (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Since the synthesis of PBCV-1 DNA begins at 60 to 90 min p.i. (43), the cvSOD-encoding gene a245r was expressed as a late gene. A microarray experiment also indicated that the a245r gene was expressed as a late gene (44). The hybridized RNA band was ~1.3 kb in size (see Fig. S2), which was larger than expected for a gene encoding a 187-amino-acid peptide. Larger gene transcripts are not unusual for PBCV-1 genes, and some of them may represent polycistronic mRNAs in which adjacent genes are present in the same transcript (e.g., see reference 45).

CvSOD is packaged in the PBCV-1 virion. Late gene-encoded proteins are often packaged in virus particles, and so we examined

![FIG 3 tcvsod activity gel in situ assay. One microgram of tcvsod was mixed with 5X loading buffer without DTT and separated by PAGE with buffer that contained SDS. Lanes 1, BSA; lanes 2, bovine SOD1; lanes 3, recombinant tcvsod. (A) Gel stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. (B) Gel stained with NBT and riboflavin. (C and D) Gel stained with NBT and riboflavin plus 50 mM NaCN (C) and NaN₃ (D).]

![FIG 4 Rate constant kcat/Km measurement by stopped-flow spectrophotometry. (A) The decrease in O₂⁻ absorbance at 260 nm measured after adding superoxide. Scans were recorded with decreasing O₂⁻ concentrations (from top to bottom, the concentrations were 611, 404, 261, 153, and 83.7 μM, respectively). (B) The first 10 to 15% of each scan from panel A was used to get the initial velocity of the reaction. The solid line is a least-squares fit of the Michaelis-Menten equation to the data resulting in a kcat of 7.8 × 10⁷ ± 0.7 × 10⁶ s⁻¹ and kcat/Km of 1.28 × 10⁸ ± 0.05 × 10⁸ M⁻¹ s⁻¹.]
purified PBCV-1 virions for SOD activity. This experiment also included chlorovirus NY-2A; NY-2A infects the same host as PBCV-1 but lacks a SOD-encoding gene. The purified viruses were suspended in 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.8, and disrupted by sonication. After centrifugation, the supernatants were assayed for SOD activity by the PAGE assay. Ten micrograms of soluble virion protein was subjected to PAGE with BSA and recombinant tcvSOD serving as negative and positive controls, respectively. After NBT and riboflavin staining, the PBCV-1 sample generated two clear bands that migrated slightly more slowly than tcvSOD, suggesting that the native cvSOD has a slightly higher molecular mass (compare lanes 6 and 8 in Fig. 5A). One explanation is that the tcvSOD is a truncated protein lacking 22 amino acid residues at the N terminus, whereas the native protein consists of the entire 187 amino acid residues. Another possibility is that cvSOD might undergo posttranslational modification. Why the native cvSOD and the recombinant tcvSOD produced two active bands on the gels is unknown; but the simplest explanation is that the higher-molecular-mass band is the dimeric form of the enzyme. No activity was detected in virus NY-2A, as expected.

The SOD activity observed on the gels was due to the PBCV-1-encoded enzyme and not a host enzyme for the following reasons. (i) The genome of *C. variabilis*, the host for both viruses, lacks a Cu-Zn SOD-encoding gene (46). (ii) The two activity bands were not the result of a host-encoded Fe or Mn SOD because of their sizes. (iii) The viral packaged cvSOD exhibited the same sensitivity to inhibitors as the recombinant protein; i.e., activity was inhibited by 50 mM NaCN (Fig. 5A, lane 10) but not by 50 mM NaN₃ (Fig. 5A, lane 12). (iv) The NY-2A virion protein sample lacked SOD activity, which provides indirect evidence that the PBCV-1 activity was virus encoded. (v) Finally, a PBCV-1 proteome study reported that the cvSOD protein was packaged in the virion (27). Therefore, the SOD activity detected in the PBCV-1 virion is the virus-encoded protein and not from the host.

The virion particle-associated SOD activity was also measured by the xanthine-xanthine oxidase assay with BSA as a negative control and tcvSOD and bovine Cu-Zn SOD as positive controls. Compared to over 70% inhibition of NBT reduction by SODs from tissue homogenates (32), the PBCV-1 virion-associated Cu-Zn SOD produced only 60% inhibition, possibly due to the low number of cvSOD molecules packaged in the virion. The inhibition of NBT reduction by both tcvSOD and bovine Cu-Zn SOD was over 90%, while NY-2A virion-associated activity was similar to that of the BSA negative control (Fig. 5B).

**cvSOD may be involved in scavenging host-generated superoxide.** The discovery that active cvSOD is packaged in the virion suggests that it performs some early role(s) during virus infection. This assumption prompted us to examine intracellular superoxide levels during PBCV-1 infection. Chlorovirus NY-2A was chosen for comparison because it lacks a SOD gene. *C. variabilis* cells were incubated with 5 μM DHE for 1 h and then infected with viruses at an MOI of 10. DHE is a cell-permeative superoxide indicator that forms DNA-binding fluorophore ethidium bromide or a structurally similar product after oxidation by superoxide that can be monitored by flow cytometry (1). Superoxide accumulated rapidly in both PBCV-1- and NY-2A-infected cells in the first 30 min p.i., but only about 25 to 35% of the PBCV-1-infected cells fluoresced, and this number increased to 35 to 45% at 2 h p.i. (Fig. 6), possibly due to disruption of photosynthesis and damage to cellular organelles that resulted in higher superoxide accumulation.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOD</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$ ($\times 10^7$), M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bovine SOD1</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. leiognathi Cu-Zn SOD</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmEPV Cu-Zn SOD</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcvSOD</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG 5** cvSOD activity detected in virion-associated proteins. (A) One microgram of virion protein was subjected to PAGE and stained with Coomassie brilliant blue or NBT with or without inhibitors. Lanes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are bovine SOD1, tcvSOD, NY-2A virion protein, and PBCV-1 virion protein, respectively; samples were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. Lanes 5, 6, 7, and 8 are the same samples stained with NBT. Lanes 9 and 10 are NY-2A and PBCV-1 virion protein stained with NBT plus 50 mM NaCN, and lanes 11 and 12 are NY-2A and PBCV-1 virion proteins stained with NBT plus 50 mM NaN₃. (B) cvSOD activity of virion protein measured in solution by the xanthine/xanthine oxidase assay.
from 44 different chloroviruses that infect C. variabilis. C. variabilis cells (4 × 10^7/ml) were mixed with 1 μl of 5 mM DHE to a final concentration of 5 μM and incubated for 1 h by rolling to let the dye penetrate the cells. (DHE forms a red fluorescent product when it reacts with superoxide anions.) The cells were then infected with either PBCV-1 or NY-2A at an MOI of 10 and analyzed by flow cytometry. cvSOD is encoded by PBCV-1 and packaged in its capsid, while NY-2A does not encode a cvSOD.

In contrast, 70 to 80% of NY-2A-infected cells were fluorescent at 2 h p.i., and this level remained stable until the end of the experiment (5 h). The lower percentage of fluorescent cells infected by PBCV-1 suggests that virion-associated cvSOD enters the host cell together with viral genomic DNA and other virion-associated proteins and scavenges intracellular superoxide anions to benefit virus replication. Due to the absence of cvSOD, NY-2A may encounter difficulties in its replication, and this might be one of the reasons why NY-2A has a smaller burst size and a 15- to 18-h replication cycle, 2.5 times longer than that of PBCV-1 (48).

These results are consistent with the hypothesis that PBCV-1 cvSOD is transferred into the host, together with viral genomic DNA and several other virion proteins, during virus infection; the cvSOD could then begin to scavenge ROS as infection begins. PBCV-1 also encodes other enzymes that may be involved in reducing ROS concentrations, including a thioredoxin, glutaredoxin, thiol oxidoreductase, and a protein disulfide isomerase. These enzymes are also packaged in the virion (27). In contrast to PBCV-1, chlorovirus NY-2A, which lacks an SOD protein, is presumably confronted with higher concentrations of superoxide anions. Unfortunately, we currently do not have the technology to specifically remove or inactivate the PBCV-1 cvsod gene to directly test this hypothesis.

Cu-Zn SOD-encoding genes exist in additional viruses that infect C. variabilis. To determine whether the cvSOD gene is common in the chloroviruses, viral genomic DNAs were prepared from 44 different chloroviruses that infect C. variabilis. The chloroviruses were isolated from diverse geographical locations worldwide (49) and hybridized with the 32P-labeled PBCV-1 cvsod gene probe. The probe hybridized strongly to 37 of the 44 viruses (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). DNA from 7 viruses (Ar158, KS-1B, MA-1D, NY-2A, NY-2B, NYs-1, and XZ-3A) did not hybridize at all or hybridized poorly with the cvsod probe, suggesting that the gene is absent in their genomes. Six of these 7 viral genomes have been sequenced and annotated recently, and they all lack a cvsod gene (50, 51). Interestingly, all 7 of these viruses form small plaques, 0.5 to 1.0 mm, compared to the 3-mm plaques of PBCV-1 and many other viruses that infect C. variabilis (52). Presumably, like NY-2A, these viruses have smaller burst sizes and/or longer replication cycles than PBCV-1, suggesting that these viruses might encounter difficulties during replication; inefficient suppression of the elevated ROS levels in the host intracellular environment might be due to the absence of a cvSOD.

We recently sequenced 28 additional chloroviruses that infect two hosts other than those infected by PBCV-1 (51). Ten of the 13 viruses that infect Chlorella ellipsoidea have a Cu-Zn SOD gene, and 14 of the 15 viruses that infect Microactinium conductrix also have the gene. Thus, in total, 61 of the 72 chloroviruses examined contain a cvsod gene, including members classified in the genus Chlorovirus that infect all three algal species, suggesting that cvSOD presumably benefits virus replication, even if a few NC64A viruses replicate without the gene.

Thirty-five of the 61 viral genomes encoding a Cu-Zn SOD have been sequenced, and the sizes of the predicted Cu-Zn SOD proteins range from 169 amino acid residues to 187 residues, all of which are larger than typical Cu-Zn SODs (∼152 amino acids). (In total, 85 amino acid residues are conserved among the 35 cvSODs.) Each of these 35 cvSODs has an internal Met at its N terminus; using this Met as the starting codon results in proteins of 154 to 167 amino acids. Since all of the chlorovirus encoded Cu-Zn SODs have this ∼20-amino-acid extension at the N-terminal end, this domain may perform some unknown function.

As noted in the introduction, Chlorovirus members comprise one genus of viruses in the family Phycodnaviridae. The family includes 6 genera classified primarily by host range, which is supported by sequence comparisons. Members in the Chlorovirus genus infect freshwater algae, while most of the viruses in the other 5 genera infect marine eukaryotic algae (53). Other phycodnaviruses, including Micromonas pusilla virus and E. huxleyi virus, also contain putative Cu-Zn SOD-encoding genes.

Phylogenetic analysis of cvSOD. Phylogenetic analyses produced a surprise in that the Cu-Zn SODs from the phycodnaviruses formed a distinct clade from the Cu-Zn SOD-like proteins encoded by the other large dsDNA viruses (Fig. 7). BioNJ (distance method), maximum likelihood, and maximum parsimony tree construction methods were used. BioNJ and maximum likelihood methods produced nearly identical tree topologies. Maximum parsimony produced a polytomy, but the clade groupings bracketed on the right in Fig. 7 were the same. The Cu-Zn SOD homologs from the baculoviruses, poxviruses, and mimiviruses formed their own clade, whereas the phycodnaviruses, including the chloroviruses, Micromonas viruses, and the E. huxleyi virus, were in a separate clade. The group phylogenetically closest to the phycodnaviruses was from fungi. Indeed, when the cvSOD sequence from PBCV-1 (NP_048593.1) was blasted against the nonredundant database that excluded all viruses (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), the best hits were from fungi. The Cu-Zn SOD sequence from PBCV-1 is 187 amino acids in length, similar to those in some fungi, but other fungi such as Aspergillus and Neurospora lack the 30+ amino acids at the N terminus. These results indicate a phylogenetic relationship between fungi and the phycodnaviruses and suggest that an ancient horizontal gene transfer event occurred. Indeed, we have long suspected that PBCV-1 has had, or may still have, a host(s) in nature other than just the green alga C. variabilis.

Conclusions. Many, but not all, chloroviruses encode a Cu-Zn SOD; however, viruses that encode the enzyme have an extra ∼35 amino acids located at the N-terminal end of the protein com-

---

**FIG 6** Measurement of superoxide levels in PBCV-1- and NY-2A virus-infected C. variabilis cells. C. variabilis cells (4 × 10^7/ml) were mixed with 1 μl of 5 mM DHE to a final concentration of 5 μM and incubated for 1 h by rolling to let the dye penetrate the cells. (DHE forms a red fluorescent product when it reacts with superoxide anions.) The cells were then infected with either PBCV-1 or NY-2A at an MOI of 10 and analyzed by flow cytometry. cvSOD is encoded by PBCV-1 and packaged in its capsid, while NY-2A does not encode a cvSOD.
pared to most Cu-Zn SODs. The chlorovirus PBCV-1 protein has an internal Met located at residue 22, and this site was used to produce a recombinant Cu-Zn SOD that has all of the enzymatic properties of Cu-Zn SOD enzymes from cellular organisms. To our knowledge, this is only the second virus-encoded Cu-Zn SOD to be demonstrated to be enzymatically active. The fact that the PBCV-1 enzyme is active is probably not surprising because phylogenetically, the enzyme groups with Cu-Zn SODs from most phylogenetic analyses were conducted at http://www.phylogeny.fr (36). ClustalW was used to align the sequences. Positions with gaps were removed during alignment curation. The figure was produced by BioNJ (distance method). BioNJ and maximum likelihood methods produced nearly identical tree topologies. Maximum parsimony produced a polytomy, but the clade groupings bracketed on the right were the same. The values on the branches are the percentages of bootstrap support (200 replicates). Only bootstrap values >50% are shown.

FIG 7 Phylogram of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases. A BLAST analysis was conducted (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) using cvSOD from PBCV-1 (accession number NP_048593.1). While some green algae have Cu-Zn SODs, the PBCV-1 host, C. variabilis (ADIC01003810.1), does not. Excluding viruses, the best BLAST hits to cvSOD were from fungi. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted at http://www.phylogeny.fr (36). ClustalW was used to align the sequences. Positions with gaps were removed during alignment curation. The figure was produced by BioNJ (distance method). BioNJ and maximum likelihood methods produced nearly identical tree topologies. Maximum parsimony produced a polytomy, but the clade groupings bracketed on the right were the same. The values on the branches are the percentages of bootstrap support (200 replicates). Only bootstrap values >50% are shown.
cellular organisms. In contrast, the Cu-Zn SOD-like homologs encoded by the other 3 groups of large dsDNA viruses, poxviruses, baculoviruses, and mimiviruses, group into a separate clade. The PBCV-1 enzyme is packaged in the virion and is very likely involved in reducing ROS during the early stages of virus infection because chlorovirus NY-2A, which lacks a Cu-Zn SOD, induces a much higher level of ROS during the early phases of virus infection. We propose that as a consequence, NY-2A has a longer replication burst size.
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